
diily to seek firewood with the almost certain risk of rape from the Janjaweed militias.
} Often women are sexually assaulted even within the supposed safety of the lOP camps.

Frequently, rape victims are ostracized and others face unwanted pregnancies. When
women report their rapes, they are often arrested for having sex out of marriage or
experiencing an- “illegaL pregnancy: Many-are- required to underga virginity testing anct
others face sexual assault within prison. When women finally are able to return home and
rebuild their lives, many are abandoned by their parents or husbands because they are
now considered “tainted” property. Countless women are left to support themselves and
their unwanted children alone.

In July 2004, US Congress unanimously agreed that genocide was taking place in
Darfur. Beyond supporting unarmed observers and continuing to supply humanitarian aid,
there has been no intervention by the US or the international community. The International
Criminal Court Chief is demonstrating leadership on Darfur. UN Resolution 1593 adopted in
March 2005 referred the situation in Darfur to the Prosecutor. Since then the ICC has sent
5 missions to Sudan to gather evidence of crimes against humanity. A sixth mission is
slated for June 2007. Chief Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo formally presented cases to
the ICC judges in February 2007 naming Ahmad Harun, former State Minister of The
Interior of Sudan and Janajweed militia chief All Kushayb. The Court now awaits the
response of the judges to determine their next steps.

Since the beginning of 2007 the crisis has continued with no concrete progress.
Attacks on aid workers have killed twelve people in the last six months, and humanitarian
access to those who need it is now worse than at any point since the crisis began. If the aid
groups leave, another 4.5 million lives will be put at risk. On June l2tn 2007 the Sudanese
Government agreed to a hybrid UN —AU peacekeeping force for Darfur. This came with
promises of “expeditious” deployment. The track record of the Government of Sudan in
complying with prosecution and protection remains poor. The hybrid force, slated to be
about 19,000 strong, will need to be funded by the UN. The Security Council will have to
pass measures to raise this money and full deployment will take months. In the meantime
the rainy season has begun, increasing death from disease and making access harder.
Oxfam announced it would be withdrawing its mission, serving 130,000 lDPs from Gereida
due to the failure of the Government of Sudan to arrest or prosecute those responsible for
harmintheaidworker

During the Rwandan Genocide more than 800,000 people were killed in 100 days
equating to 8000 innocent people murdered a day.

The killing in Darfur, although happening more slowly, is steadily approaching the
nur-nbers of Rwanda. It is only a matter of time.
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